K72 FLEXIBLE STYLE Post

Soft and flexible
Quick and simple to install
Aesthetic street scape traffic calming
Non aggressive rounded Top head
“Style Post” Looks solid with full
rebound characteristics
Reflective colors for day contrast and
night visibility
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K72 FLEXIBLE STYLE Post
STYLE posts are a soft and flexible marker post designed to add
esthetics to municipal traffic calming applications. Designed to look
like steel posts, the K72 Posts are easy to install and can be used for
temporary or permanent applications.
Equipped with a 4” reflective band for day night visibility. The Style
posts unique design brings a new generation of traffic control
devices with functional creativity.
Not all applications require bright orange designating past or
present construction. Safety Style posts bring character and
definition to city, and municipal applications discouraging illegal
parking.

When bright orange just is not the solution
k72 STYLE POST for walkways, bicycle paths and urban delineation

URBAN IDENTIFICATION POSTS

STYLE
POSTS

STYLE POSTS

New STYLE posts are uniquely designed to look like
solid stanchions yet offer flexibility characteristics.
STYLE posts install identically to the K71 posts
allowing easy removal and replacement in just a few
seconds with the T-Bar installation and removal tool
Available in dark brown and black, includes reflective
film in all standard colors

The K72 Style post is a single piece
design traffic calming device that is
manufactured with unique blend of
polyethylene and UV inhibitors. The
combination of these materials offers
exceptional softness characteristics
and remarkable re-erecting memory.
Strong and durable with no springs or
pivoting devices, the K72 takes just
seconds for removal and reinstallation.
The K72 can be utilized in a wide
range of safety enhancement applications, whether temporary or permanent.
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Designed to be installed in direct contact with a pavement or concrete surface
using a unique anchoring method allowing immediate installation or removal at any
time with the use of a T-bar.

OPTIONAL Stand alone rubber base for
temporary applications.
Base can be glued permanently yet allow
for post removal without damage to vehicle
tires.

T-Bar provides for
controlled installations
and removals, thereby
eliminating theft and
failling bases bonded
with adhesive.
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